
Everything is Possible. 
Principal’s address

“When nothing is sure, everything is possible” Margaret Drabble

Term three is upon us and, once again, we’re mastering the art of 
change! As I write, we have now all returned to online learning, and 
whilst this was unexpected, it has been wonderful to see how quickly 
our staff and students have adapted, and how upbeat and resilient 
everybody remains. Whatever changes come our way, we remain 
focused on the things that we are grateful for, and as you will see 
further in the newsletter, our students continue to look outwards to 
support others who may need our help.

I am extremely grateful to our associations - the Mac.Rob Foundation, 
our PA  and our Palladians - who have been quick to offer their 
support this month, making and donating disposable and reusable 
masks, and establishing new COVID-19 bursaries to support families 
who may be experiencing particular hardship at this time. Our 
associations provide an important sense of support and comfort to 

DATES/EVENTS

This terms dates are being reviewed and will

be updated as soon as they are known.

Monday 17 to Wednesday 19 August 
Mac.Rob vs Adelaide High School Virtual Exchange

VCE latest update:
Wednesday 9 September
GAT (General Achievement Test)

Tuesday 10 November  - Tuesday 1 December
VCE examinations 
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SPORTS REPORT
Adelaide Exchange has 
begun and we’re nearly in 
Darwin! pg 7

GIVing to many 
Mac.Rob GIV committee 
helping others in many 
ways  pg 6

VIRTUAL CHOIR
Relax listening to Year 9 
virtual massed choir pg 4

PALLADIANS GIVE
Reusable masks given 
by alumni pg 5
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Year 9 School Singing Virtual Choir click on link on page 2 to watch
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Virtual Choir 
sings together.
Year 9 Mac.Rob Virtual Choir 

Featuring students across all Year 9 classes, 
please take time to relax to the dulcet 
sounds of the massed virtual choir.

Click link here.
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our students, and we are most appreciative of these connections.

Much remains uncertain at this time, but times of uncertainty are also times of possibility. 
We have seen this with the implementation of our Wednesday pilot program, an initiative 
which, although currently paused, we may not have considered six months ago, and with 
TRIBE, which we continue to use to ensure our middle school students stay connected 
with our seniors. We have learnt a lot from our experience in term two, and this is 
proving most beneficial in this current period of school closure. We continue to seek and 
reflect on the feedback we received in term two, to further develop our online program 
and to grow our teaching and learning expertise.

As our VCE students continue to work hard towards their personal goals, I would 
like to emphasise the significant work that is being done behind the scenes in our 
education system to ensure that whatever the rest of this year brings, Victorian students 
undertaking their VCE will not be disadvantaged. This is an important message for all 
students, as we acknowledge the different pressures that students this year are facing. 
I’m delighted to see our students remain focused and calm, and I have no doubt that in 
navigating this current uncertainty, our students are building the social, emotional and 
psychological skills to equip them well into their futures.

‘When nothing is sure, everything is possible’. Let that be our inspiration as we continue 
this year.

Anne Stout, Principal

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lQZhexQMbbwWXTXq5e9DGafAT8WhDdy2/view?usp=sharing
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Captains’ message 
After a restful break, we all returned to school for Term 
3, the year 9s and 10s virtually, and the year 11s and 
12s physically, excited to dive into another term of fun and 
learning.

It is a priority for us that whilst students are learning from home, they feel supported 
and connected. As a leadership team, we have worked together to prepare activities to 
connect and support 9s and 10s, the aim being to bring a little bit of Mac.Rob magic 
to their homes. We look forward to sharing our plans with the middle school students - 
we’re especially looking forward to our upcoming Trivia Afternoon… stay tuned! 

Although we are unsure what the rest of Term 3 will bring, what we are sure about is, just 
like true Mac.Robbians, we will all pull together and adapt, meeting any challenge with 
positivity and grit. We will support and reach out to each other whilst continuing to look 
after ourselves and our loved ones. We look forward to continuing to celebrate some 
key annual events in Term 3’s calendar, such as Intercultural week, Mac.Rob week and 
House Lip Synching. 

Although it’s slightly tricky to see smiles under face masks, we know for sure they are 
there, having learnt some excellent tips on how-to-be-expressive-from-under-your-mask 
from the theatre studies students in this weeks’ Mac.Rob in a Week video. It’s available 
to watch here on our official instagram page.

Enjoy the next few weeks and look after yourselves.

Michaela and Aishah, School Captains 2020. 
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Instagram @macrobghs

Facebook @MacRobertsonHS

YouTube @Mac.Rob YouTube

What’s on at Mac.Rob?
Subscribe and follow our social 
media pages and streaming service 
to get insights and news of what’s 
happening at Mac.Rob!

https://www.instagram.com/p/CDN_6g4gpPb/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/macrobghs/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/MacRobertsonHS/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg
https://www.instagram.com/macrobghs/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/MacRobertsonHS/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg
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TEDx talk comes to Mac.Rob!
Shape your Story with TEDxMacRobHS

Are you interested in multiculturalism? The environment? Physics? Meet the intersting 
people involved in these and more subjects, watch Mac.Rob’s very own TEDx event to 
meet the people getting involved in their passions!

Who: Outstanding people from the community, including Mac.Robbians 

What: 2-hour YouTube Premiere. 

When: Mid-September (date TBC)

Where: The official Mac.Rob YouTube channel,

Why: We have ideas worth sharing, now is our chance to share them with the world

How: Subscribe, share, and VIEW! 

Minseo Kim

TEDx Speaker: Bwe Thay

As a refugee who fled Burma to come to Australia, 
Bwe Thay is one of Australia’s most passionate 
advocates for multiculturalism and quite possibly 
the epitome of shaping one’s story. 

Now one of 12 of Victoria’s Multicultural 
Commissioners, he has received a range of awards 
for his contributions, including the VMC’s 2018 
Emerging Leadership in Multiculturalism Award.

He is shaping, not just his story, but the story of all 
those around him.

TEDxMacRobHS, Adelaide Exchange and more!

subscribe - @Mac.Rob YouTube Channel

Subscribe now for upcoming events!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg/
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Palladians Give Support.
PALLADIANS MASKS

Last week, our alumni association, the Palladians, kindly donated 500 free reusable 
cloth face masks to our senior school students and staff as a token of their support 
during these unexpected times. Together with the School Captains, we coordinated the 
distribution of these masks and were met with only positive reactions from the Mac.Rob 
community. On behalf of the school, we would like to express our thanks and gratitude 
towards our wonderful and thoughtful Palladians alumni network! 

The masks given to us were based on the ‘HK mask’- a reusable cloth mask designed 
by Dr K Kwong during the outbreak of COVID-19 in early 2020. They are composed with 
a disposable middle layer filter which is sandwiched by a cloth mask as the outer and 
inner layers. There are a number of materials that can be chosen for the middle layer 
filter, ranging from kitchen towel paper to a nanofilter! We have heard there are more 
masks being made at the time of publication.

Thank you Palladians!

Meghana and Sharon SRC Leaders
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Girls In Volunteering 

Hampers for  

HOMELESS

OUR  PROUD  SPONSORS :

PR IZES  WORTH  OVER  $600 +  TOTAL  FOR  THE

I ND IV IDUALS  AND  TOP  2  FORMS  WHO  CONTR IBUTE

THE  MOST  TO  BE  WON !

X

GIV - Girls’ in Volunteering
Always thinking of ways to assist and make others’ lives a little easier, the GIV committee 
have two initiatives on the go at the moment.

Homemade Masks for Patients

An array of bright coloured fabric, elastic and patterns filled the hall during this week, as 
GIV students cut up and packed kits for homemade masks to be sewn. The re-usable 
masks will be sewn by more than 50 students who have volunteered to make the masks 
at home, after which they will be donated to patients at the nearby Alfred Hospital.

Hampers for Homeless
Co-ordinated by the Salvation Army, this 
annual winter GIV program collects items 
from students which are made into hampers 
and given to the homeless and less fortunate 
people of Melbourne. 

Starting when school returns, there are a 
myriad of prizes for the form who collects the 
most items. Points are structured thus: 

15 Points: a woven basket for the products

5 points: well wishing cards (max. 5 per class)

4 points: Sanitary / cosmetic items

3 points: Clothing / comfort items

2 points: Long-lasting food items

https://www.instagram.com/macrobghs/?hl=en
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Sports Report, get excited!
The Virtual Adelaide Exchange has started.

An update on the Lap of Australia Challenge: In just over a month, our Mac.Rob 
community has travelled 6,349 km in our Lap of Australia competition. 

This is the first event of the Virtual Adelaide Exchange which will occur from the 17th - 
19th of August. Collectively, Mac.Rob has walked/run from Adelaide to Lake Woods in 
the Northern Territory and we are almost halfway around the country! The distance our 
community has travelled is a great indication that our students are keeping active.

From the 17th-19th of August (week 6), we are running a modified virtual exchange with 
Adelaide High School. For new members of our community, each year Mac.Rob and 
AHS participate in an annual sporting exchange. Despite not being able to travel this 
year, we will maintain connection between the schools in an online format which will 
keep our long association continuing.

Each day of the exchange, Lexi and Vic, our sport captains, will release videos via our 
official YouTube Channel, to students that replicate modified versions of some events 
(e.g. basketball, debating, volleyball). 

One of the events this year is a run/walk lap of Australia challenge between the schools 
to replicate the usual cross country event. Our Mac.Rob community has so far travelled 
over 6,300km. If you would like to join in, instructions are linked here. Thank you to those 
who have participated so far. 

Emma, Vic and Lexie.

Lap of Australia Challenge, keep going, nearly at Darwin!

@Mac.Rob 
YouTube Channel

Subscribe now

to watch

Adelaide Exchange

events,

coming soon!

Legend

1 START Adelaide

2 Melbourne

3  Burnie

4 Sydney

5 Brisbane

6 Darwin

7 Perth

8 FINISH Adelaide

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC61zQxVGeNfpDBbO72QFUhg/
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Work From Home Wednesdays
An article on ABC news recently featured Year 11 student, Alexa Kalathoor and Mac.Rob 
Principal, Anne Stout, talking about the recent initiative. 

As the article explains, “Principal Anne Stout has introduced ‘Work From Home 
Wednesdays’ where all VCE students undertake remote learning one day each week, 
to limit their exposure on public transport and also improve their wellbeing.” Quoting 
Ms. Stout, the article went on to say, “ [The reduced contact hours] has been really well 
received by families and gives everyone the opportunity to regroup and keep momentum 
in what’s already been a tough year.” 

Alexa Kalathoor Year 11.  Image: ABC News Daniel Fermer

Alexa Kalathoor, like the majority of Mac.Rob students, travels to school on public 
transport, which for her, takes over an hour each morning and afternoon. 

She told reporter Bridget Rollason, “that she wasn’t fully comfortable travelling to 
school amid lockdown”.

With ‘Work From Home Wednesdays’, Alexa’s fears are alleviated, and while attending 
school, many safety measures have been put into place following the DET guidelines.

in the news

Students masked up 
and ready for action..in 
chemistry class.
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With international travel a big no-no at the moment, we thought it might be fun to take 
you to Peru via photographs from the Mac.Rob trip to South America last December.

Amelia Mendes, in Year 12 this year, took her camera with her on the trip of a life-time. 
Having lived in Peru, (I know, lucky isn’t she?) she shows a slightly different side to Peru 
as she looked beyond the obvious tourist images. Here’s a taster of three photographs 
of the group of Mac.Robbians she travelled with, next month we’ll share a few more. 

‘Photo’: Plaza de Armas, Arequipa: A photographer shows Ms Griffin a photo he had 
taken of the group. We ended up buying it even though we didn’t ask for it!

‘Under the bridge’: Heading under a colourful bridge to watch a 
busker in Lima’s beachside Barranco district, which is famed for 
its food and street art.

‘Pool’: Relaxing in the hot springs at Aguas Calientes (which 
itself means “hot springs”), near Machu Picchu.
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Letters for comfort
Supporting our elders.

Letters Against ISO is a small nonprofit organisation founded in March 2020 by Hannah 
Senior and myself, Minseo Kim.. When we heard about people living in aged care homes 
with family and friends unable to visit due to lockdown restrictions, we thought one of 
the best ways to help might be for them to receive hand written letters.

What began as a small passion project, has since grown into a 15 strong student team 
of Mac.Robbians writing and sending 750 letters of comfort to aged care residents in 
Victoria. 

The students involved in the program are: Minseo Kim, Hannah Senior, Mary Duong, 
Crystal Phuong, Meghana Marur, Rianna Yu, Palwasha Khan, Anvi Agarwal, Nisha 
Ramasubramanian, Elly Lau, Angela Vo, Carly Senior, Riya Verma, Chen Li and Jennifer 
Tran.

Minseo Kim

Elderly folk eagerly reading thier letters
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Young Achievers Program
Big Brothers Big Sisters, who run the Young Achievers Program, are now accepting 
applications for their career based one to one mentoring for 2021.

We are looking for students who are hardworking and motivated but may be in need of 
extra one to one support to achieve their study and career goals and fulfil their potential.

Within the program, students are matched up a to professionally screened and trained 
volunteer mentor who works in their chosen career or industry, in order to access 
tailored advice, guidance and an opportunity to connect and network in the industry 
they are interested in.

If you are interested in the Young Achievers Program you are invited to complete this 
form and emai to Raffi Jones, details are on the form. Form due by 28 August. 2020.

Expression of Interest Form

PROVIDE GUIDANCE AND FRIENDSHIP

AS YOU NAVIGATE THE LATTER YEARS

OF HIGH SCHOOL

SUPPORT DECISION MAKING AROUND

WHAT COMES NEXT

PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO PARTICULAR

INDUSTRIES AND STUDY PATHWAYS

PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR

NETWORKING

WE ARE LOOKING FOR STUDENTS IN YEAR

9, 10, 11 AND 12 WHO ARE INTERESTED

IN HAVING A MENTOR TO 

YOU WILL ALSO HAVE THE CHANCE TO

MEET OTHER LIKE MINDED STUDENTS AT

SKILLS BASED WORKSHOPS THROUGHOUT

THE YEAR.

ATTEND A YOUNG
ACHIEVERS PROGRAM 

INFO SESSION 

TUES 4TH AUGUST 12PM -
REGISTER HERE

TUESDAY 11TH AUGUST 2PM -
REGISTER HERE

TUESDAY 18HT AUGUST 4PM -
REGISTER HERE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT
RAFFI.JONES@BBBSAU.ORG

YOUNG
ACHIEVERS
PROGRAM

B I G  B R O T H E R S  B I G  S I S T E R S

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11sJrNtMqT4Z_or9djqlG4zcCbfJM9Jdt2ln5539VriA/edit
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